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Abstract: Currently, studies of flux switching machines are actively underway owing to several 
advantages of these machines, including their sturdy rotor structure and high output capability. 
This paper deals with an outer-rotor hybrid-excited flux-switching machine (FSM). The proposed 
machine embraces a homopolar structure and utilizes permanent magnets (PMs) for field 
excitation and a high-temperature superconducting (HTS) coil for flux regulation. The stator 
houses the HTS field coil, PMs, and armature windings. The outer rotor consists solely of an iron 
core. Thus, the machines are cost effective and can serve as a solution to the design and fabrication 
complexities of field current supplying and cooling systems. In this paper, the machine 
performance outcomes are analyzed using the 3D finite element method (FEM), and the validity of 
the proposed machine is verified. 

Keywords: flux regulation, flux switching machine, finite element method, high-temperature 
superconducting coil, hybrid excitation, and outer rotor 

 

1. Introduction 

In many variable-speed rotating synchronous machine applications such as aircraft, electric 
propulsion, and wind turbines, constant output (torque or voltage) operation is required [1–3]. In a 
conventional synchronous machine with field windings, this type of operation is realized by the 
regulation of the field current as the speed increases. However, permanent magnet (PM) machines 
use a constant magnetic field by PMs, and the flux can be regulated by armature reaction flux [4,5]. 
In PM machines, the armature reaction flux can be controlled by a converter. This causes a decrease 
in the efficiency of the machine due to a significant increase in the winding losses. A hybrid type of 
excitation topology has an advantage in variable-speed synchronous machine applications because 
it allows adjustments of the excitation field, unlike the conventional PM excitation topology. 
Accordingly, studies which apply a hybrid excitation topology to a synchronous machine are 
actively underway [6–13]. Flux switching machines (FSMs) are one type of synchronous machine. 
Flux switching machines use a structure in which the armature winding and excitation components 
are located in a stationary part. The machines have a sturdy rotor structure and performance 
capabilities comparable to those of conventional PM machines [14–19]. However, conventional 
hybrid excited FSMs have an inner-rotor structure. Therefore, the field windings for flux regulation 
are located in the outer-stator, and the number of field coils also depends on the number of PMs [7–
13]. This makes it difficult to apply a superconducting field coil that requires a cryogenic cooling 
system. In this paper, a novel outer-rotor hybrid excited PM FSM is proposed. The proposed FSM 
adopts a homopolar iron-core with a high temperature superconducting (HTS) field coil. The 
homopolar topology can make the HTS field coil and the cryogenic cooling system more robust 
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because the HTS field coil can be configured as one system in the center of the stationary iron core 
[20–22]. The key features of the proposed machine can be summarized as follows. 

1) The main magnetic flux is generated by the PMs and switching of the field polarities in the 
rotor tooth, for the rotating magnetic field is realized through the flux-switching topology. 

2) It adopts HTS coil excitation and homopolar topology for flux regulation. 
3) All components such as armature winding, HTS field coil, and PMs, except outer-rotor, are 

located in the inner stator. 
4) The outer rotor consists only of the iron-core with tooth. 

The HTS field coil can create a very high field compared to a conventional copper coil, thus 
further enhancing the flux regulation capability. Therefore, this hybrid excitation topology makes 
the machine more attractive. Moreover, it has the advantage of improving the torque and power 
capability. This paper describes the operating principle and design of the proposed machine. The 
designed machine has a three-phase concept around an 18-tooth stator with 15 rotor poles. For 
designing the machine, basic parameters were derived by utilizing mathematical formulas, then it 
was modeled and simulated on 3D finite element analysis software, MagNet ver. 7.6. Then the 
design refinement technique was implemented through a deterministic approach. Recently, many 
researches on design optimization of the FSMs have been carried out [23–27]. However, researches 
on the FSM mainly has concerned the electromagnetic optimization of the inner-rotor type 
machines, with scarcely few giving careful consideration to the outer-rotor configuration. This 
paper primarily focused on the proposal of a new topology for outer-rotor hybrid-excited FSM and 
its design. In order to reduce the total harmonic distortion of no-load voltage, design free 
parameters were adjusted. The performance comparison results of initial and improved design 
were summarized. 

2. Machine Topology, Operating Principle, and Design of the Proposed FSM 

2.1. Machine Topology of the Proposed FSM 

Hybrid excited machines generally have a series excited structure or parallel excited structure 
[6]. For the series exited structure, the magnetic field generated by the field coils goes across the PM. 
Therefore, due to the low magnetic permeability of PMs, the machine has a flux path with a high 
reluctance which limits the flux-regulating capability. Furthermore, in the series excited structure, 
demagnetization of the PMs is likely to occur. On the other hand, it bypasses the PM in the parallel 
hybrid structure. In machines having multiple magnet poles, the series excited structure may not be 
appropriate. In this paper, the parallel excited structure concept is selected based on this 
consideration. Figure 1 shows the 3D structure of the proposed FSM with the parallel excited 
structure. Compared with conventional rotor PM motors, the FSM has a doubly salient topology and 
the PMs are located in the stationary part. In this machine, the outer rotor has an iron core structure 
with salient poles. The stator consists of U-shaped laminated iron-cores and the armature windings, 
PMs, and HTS field coils. The PMs are located between the two U-shaped segments. The magnetic 
polarity of each PM is opposite between the adjacent PMs. Moreover, a homopolar configuration is 
utilized. The HTS field coil is located at the center of the homopolar iron-core. Therefore, the polarity 
of the magnetic field at both poles of the homopolar iron-core is reversed by the magnetic flux 
generated by the HTS field coil. 
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Figure 1. 3D structure of the proposed flux-switching machine (FSM): (a) main components, and (b) 
assembly structure. 

2.2. Operating Principle of the Proposed FSM 

In solely PM flux switching machines, as illustrated in Figure 2a, magnetic flux due to the PMs 
always exists, with constant polarity in the permanent magnets. In Figure 2a, the outer rotor tooth 
aligns with the right side of a central U-shaped stator segment, A1, and the PM-excited magnetic 
flux flows from the stator teeth into the rotor. When the outer rotor moves forward, the rotor tooth 
aligns with the left side of the right stator segment, A1’. This maintains an identical magnitude of the 
magnetic flux linkage but in the opposite direction, thus representing the flux-switching principle. 

Figure 2b,c show the hybrid-excitation topology of the FSM. When the HTS field coil is excited, 
flux regulating operation is achieved. Figure 2b,c show the magnetic flux direction of the proposed 
machine under a positive field current and a negative field current. It is clear that the magnetic flux 
linkage is decreased by the negative field current and that the flux linkage is increased by the 
positive field current. 
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Figure 2. Operating principle: (a) main magnetic flux by the permanent magnets (PMs), (b) magnetic 
flux by the positive field current, and (c) magnetic flux by the negative field current. 

2.3. Design Methodology of the Proposed FSM and HTS Field Coil 

Figure 3 presents a flowchart of the design methodology of the proposed hybrid excited flux 
switching machine (HEFSM) [28,29]. This design process includes the iteration of each step to adjust 
the slot dimensions and the magneto-motive force (MMF) of the HTS field coil used to achieve the 
required output power, which is one of the basic specifications. In this design methodology, the 
parametric design is performed for reducing the number of the iteration of each step. The tangential 
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stress, weight of the rotor, and required air-gap field density according to the rotor dimensions are 
considered as the parameters. 

 
Figure 3. Flowchart of the design process. 

The tangential stress in the outer rotor is calculated as follows. 𝜎 𝑇/ 2π 𝑅 𝑅 𝑙  (1) 

where, T, Rr, Ri, and l are the torque of the outer rotor by the rated armature current, the rotor outer 
radius, the rotor inner radius, and the active stack length, respectively. This tangential stress is used 
to determine the required air-gap field density. As the torque can be expressed as the ratio of the 
power to the angular velocity Ω, the tangential stress is expressed as follows. 𝜎 𝑃/ 2π 𝑅 𝑅 𝑙 Ω  (2) 

Therefore, the tangential stress value can be calculated by the initial design constraints of the 
rated output power and rotating speed. In addition, the required air-gap field density, B0, can be 
calculated by the tangential stress, RMS value of phase current, Is, the number of slots for the 
armature winding, q, and the power factor. 𝐵 √2π𝜎 2𝑅 /𝐼 𝑛 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 (3) 

The main dimensions of the machine are designed based on the calculated air-gap field density 
and a finite element analysis (FEA). The FEA is also employed to determine the rest machine 
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parameters and optimize the machine performance. In this study, machines with various rotor pole 
arc and stator tooth arc are studied to optimize the no-load voltage waveform. The objective of the 
optimization is to minimize the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the no-load voltage wave form 
at 1000 rpm. The operating characteristics of the designed machine are analyzed by a transient 
motion analysis. Based on the design process, the main design specifications of the proposed hybrid 
excitation FSM are depicted in Table 1. 

Table 1. Basic design specifications of initial machine. 

Parameters Value 
No. of stator slot 18 mm 
No. of rotor pole 15 mm 

Rotor outer radius 370 mm 
Rotor inner radius 318 mm 
Stator outer radius 315 mm 
Active stack length 480 mm 

Air gap distance 3 mm 
Permanent magnet arc width, βpm 3.3° 

Rotor pole arc width, βr 3.3° 
Stator tooth arc width, βs 3.3° 

Rated rotating speed 1000 rpm 
Phases 3 

2.4. Machine Design and Optimization 

Based on the aforementioned method, an outer-rotor FSM with 18-tooth stator was initially 
chosen, with the designed values of the basic parameters given in Table 1. The original geometric 
dimensions were assigned for the initial design and hence are not necessarily optimal. In the initial 
design, the objective output power and THD of no-load voltage was not accomplished. To improve 
the THD, design free parameters, βs, βr, and hpr defined in rotor and stator sides, as shown in Figure 
4. In this study, the deterministic method is utilized to optimize the machine by adjusting the 
design free parameters while keeping the air-gap distance and outer rotor radius as shown in 
Figure 5. The design free parameters are related to the rotor pole shape and stator tooth shape. 
Based on 3D FEA, the no-load voltage of the machine is simulated from the transient motion 
analysis. MagNet ver. 7.6 (Mentor, a Siemens Business, Wilsonville, OR, United States), which is 
commercialized electro-magnetic simulation software, is used for the 3D FEA. The circuit 
connections of the armature winding are performed by a circuit modeler in the MagNet software. 
The simulations are carried out by interworking with an electro-magnetic analysis. This simulation 
allows analysis of the transient and motion behavior of the machine. The phase voltage waveforms 
of the machine different rotor pole arc width and stator tooth arc width are plotted and their THDs 
and amplitudes are calculated. The machine with 8 degrees rotor pole arc width and 5 degrees 
stator tooth arc width generates the no-load voltage with minimum THD value. Furthermore, the 
output power of the machine increases by approximately 20% by the optimization. Based on the 
analysis, the machine with 8 degrees rotor pole arc width and 5 degrees stator tooth arc width is 
chosen as the optimal design in terms of overall output power and THD value of the no-load 
voltage. The results are given in Table 2, which clearly shows that the output power and voltage 
wave distortion are improved by adjusting the rotor pole and stator tooth shape. 
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Figure 4. Design parameters of the proposed machine. 

 

Figure 5. Work-flow diagram for machine optimization. 

Table 2. Overall comparisons of initial and optimized design. 

Machines Permanent 
Arc Width  

Rotor Pole Arc Width Stator Tooth Arc Width THD of No-Load Voltage Output Power 

Initial design 3.3˚ 3.3˚ 3.3˚ 11.2% 167.2 kW 
Optimal design 5˚ 8˚ 5˚ 3.1% 200.4 kW 

2.5. Design of the HTS Field Coil and Cryostat 

The HTS field coil is a significant component of the FSM. Electric machines employing an HTS 
field coil are associated with a higher magnetic field density levels and a more compact volume 
compared to electric machines which have a copper coil [30–33]. The critical current, IC, of the HTS 
field coil at 77 K can be estimated based on data pertaining to the critical current degradation 
characteristics according to the external magnetic field of the HTS wire at 77 K [32]. In this study, 
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two series connected double-pancake coils (DPCs) are considered. The double-pancake coils have an 
outer radius of 170 mm and an inner radius of 130 mm, each with 50 turns per single pancake coil 
(SPC). The Bi-2223 wire with IC of 145 A at 77 K and self-field characteristics was considered for the 
HTS field coil. As shown in Figure 6, the IC of the HTS field coil was estimated to be 69 A using a 
load line [33]. The key parameters of the HTS field coil are summarized in Table 3. Figure 7 depicts 
the field distribution in the HTS field coil under both a resistive load of 1 Ω and a no-load condition. 
The maximum value of the magnetic field in the resistive load for the 1 Ω condition is approximately 
0.11 T, while that in the no-load condition is approximately 0.13 T, in the load condition, the 
magnetic field, due to the armature current generated a direction opposite to the original magnetic 
field. Figure 8 shows the liquid nitrogen (LN2) cryostat designed for the HTS field coil of the 
proposed FSM. The cryostat is composed of a vessel, current leads for field current excitation, a LN2 
inlet, a LN2 outlet, and leading-in tubes. The outer radius, inner radius, and length of the cryostat are 
202 mm, 122 mm, and 80 mm, respectively. The cryostat can hold approximately 6.5 liters of LN2. In 
order to reduce the heat loss, MLI was applied. Table 4 presents the estimation results of the thermal 
load according to the following equations [34,35]. 𝑄 𝜌 𝑙 𝐼 /𝐴 𝑘 𝐴 𝑇 𝑇 /𝐿 2𝐼 𝜌 𝑘 𝑇 𝑇  (4) 𝑄 𝑁 𝐴 𝑘 𝑇 𝑇 /𝐿  (5) 𝑄 𝜎 𝑇 𝑇 / 1 𝜀 /𝜀 𝐴 1/𝜀 2𝑁/𝜀 𝑁 /𝐴  (6) 

where, Qcl, QK, and Qr are the thermal loads from the conduction heat transfer due to the pair of 
current leads, the conduction heat transfer due to the signal lines (or leading-in tubes), and the 
radiation heat transfer of the vessel. The total heat loss was estimated to be approximately 14.13 W 
when three layers of MLI were applied outside of the vessel. Because the latent heat of the 
vaporization of liquid nitrogen is 199.2 J·s−1, the liquid nitrogen in the cryostat will evaporate within 
200 min by boil-off, due to the thermal load. Therefore, for the long-term operation of the HTS field 
coil, a forced circulation cooling method for the circulation of the refrigerant must be considered in 
the future [36,37]. 

Table 3. Key design parameters of the HTS field coil. 

Item Value 
HTS wire Bi-2223 wire 

Winding structure Double pancake coil x 2EA 
Inner radius 130 mm 
Outer radius 170 mm 

No. of turns per SPC 50 
Total winding turns 200  

Operating temperature 77 K 
Estimated Ic @ 77K 69 A 
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Figure 6. Critical current estimation of the HTS field coil. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Magnetic field distribution in the HTS field coil: (a) resistive load in the 1 Ω condition, and 
(b) no-load condition. 

 

Figure 8. Liquid nitrogen (LN2) cryostat for the HTS field coil. 
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Table 4. Thermal loads of the LN2 cryostat. 

Parameter Value 

Conductive Heat 
Loss 

Current Lead 2.926 [W] 
Signal Line 0.045 [W] 

Leading-in Tube 7.602 [W] 
Radiation Heat 

Loss 
Vessel Wall 3.557 [W] 

3. Characteristic Analysis of the Proposed FSM 

3.1. Characteristics Analysis Method Using FEM Software 

In this study, FEM software was used to analyze the operating characteristics of the designed 
FSM. MagNet is electro-magnetic simulation software which is used for the design and analysis of 
electrical machinery or any component with PMs or coils. Because the proposed FSM has a 
homopolar structure, its performance was analyzed by a 3D FEA method. For this analysis, the 
circuit connection of the armature windings was determined using a circuit modeler in the MagNet 
program. Simulations were carried out by interworking with an electro-magnetic analysis. Table 5 
shows the magnetic properties of the Nd-Fe-B material used for the simulations of the FSM. 

Table 5. Magnetic properties of the Nd-Fe-B at 20 K. 

Item Value 
Relative permeability 1.06015 

Coercivity −813242 A/m 
Residual induction Br 1.08 T 

3.2. Field Distribution of the Proposed FSM 

In the no-load condition, the magnetic field distributions of the machine in different operation 
modes were analyzed. Figure 9 presents the magnetic field distributions generated by the PM and 
positive field current. Figure 10 shows the flux linkage in different operation modes. By adjusting 
the field current, the flux linkage can be regulated. Figure 11 shows the flux linkage in the phase A 
armature according to the MMF of the HTS field coil. The flux linkage increases due to the positive 
field current. In the positive hybrid excitation mode, the amplitudes of the flux linkage increase 
linearly with the MMF of the HTS field coils when it is below 6 kA·t. However, those at an MMF 
above 6 kA·t are highly saturated, indicating that an appropriate decision of the field current is 
required in order to minimize the electrical losses in the desired output [33]. Therefore, in this study, 
the operating characteristics of the machine are investigated by setting the maximum operating 
MMF to 6 kA·t. 

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 9. (a) Magnetic field distribution and (b) magnetic flux direction in the positive hybrid 
excitation mode. 

 

Figure 10. Flux linkage wave form with different operation modes. 

 
Figure 11. Flux linkage according to the magneto-motive force (MMF) of the HT field coil. 

3.3. Transient Motion Analysis of the Proposed FSM 

Figure 12 compares the no-load voltages under different excitation modes at 1000 rpm. For the 
case with solely the PM excitation mode, the peak value of the no-load voltage is approximately 1.75 
kV. The peak values in the positive excitation mode and the negative excitation mode at 6 kA·t are 
2.03 and 1.09 kV, respectively. By applying an MMF of 6 kA·t, the no-load voltage was increased by 
nearly 16%, from 1.75 V to 2.03 V. By applying an MMF of −6 kA·t, the no-load voltage was reduced 
by 62%, from 1.75 V to 1.09 V. 

Figure 13 shows the phase voltage and line current waveforms at the rated operation condition. 
These simulations were performed to investigate the output power variation characteristics 
according to flux regulation in the generator mode. To do this, the armature winding coils were 
connected to a resistive load of 1 Ω. In this simulation, given that current source for the HTS field 
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coil operates from the first 0 second, the output value differs for each phase up to about 11 ms due to 
the transient response (step response) component. It could be confirmed that the output power of 
the positive excited FSM is approximately 200 kW. On the other hand, in the negative excitation 
mode, the output power of the FSM is approximately 59 kW, showing a reduction of 49% compared 
to that in the solely PM excitation mode. 

 
Figure 12. No-load voltage waveform in the phase A armature winding. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 13. Line current and phase voltage of the resistive load in the 1 Ω condition: (a) −6 kA-t, (b) 0 
kA-t, and (c) 6 kA-t. 

The HTS field coil can generate a high magnetic field, and flux regulation capability of the 
machine applying the HTS field coil can be improved. However, superconductors are subject to loss 
under time-varying magnetic field or time-varying current conditions due to their magnetic 
hysteresis characteristics. Therefore, when the HTS field coil is charged and discharged, a loss 
occurs in the HTS field coil. This may affect the flux-regulation effectiveness of the machine. In this 
study, the losses in the designed HTS field coil were calculated by the following equations [38,39]. 𝑄 13𝐵 . ⋅ 0.38𝐵 / 13𝐵 . 0.38𝐵 6 ⋅ 10 𝐼 . 1.5 ⋅ 10 𝐵 𝐼  (7) 𝑄∥ 3.25𝐵 . ⋅ 0.034𝐵 / 3.25𝐵 . 0.034𝐵 6 ⋅ 10 𝐼 . 7.5 ⋅ 10 𝐵 𝐼  (8) 

Where Ba means the maximum value of the time-varying magnetic field and It is the excitation 
current level of the HTS field coil fabricated by Bi-2223 wire. Q⊥ and Q∥ represents the loss 
generated by the perpendicular component and the parallel component of the external magnetic 
field, respectively. Figure 14 shows the calculation results for the loss of the HTS field coil according 
to the MMF. In the graph, the cycle in the unit of loss (Joule/cycle) means one sequence in which the 
field current is charged and discharged. For the case with solely the PM excitation mode, the loss 
generated in the HTS field coil is approximately 3.14 μJ/cycle. The loss in the positive excitation 
mode and the negative excitation mode at 6 kA·t are 912.1 mJ/cycle and 923.3 mJ/cycle, respectively. 
Although the losses increase as the MMF of the HTS field coil increases, the magnitude is much 
smaller than the output power of the proposed machine. This means that the trade-off relationship 
between the flux-regulation capability and the loss of the HTS field coil does not need to be 
considered significantly within the designed field current level. 
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Figure 14. Loss in the HTS field coil according to the magneto-motive force. 

A typical outer-rotor FSM was simulated to compare with the proposed generator employing 
HTS homopolar topology. Figure 15 shows a 3D model of the typical outer-rotor PM FSM without 
HTS field coil. The main parameters compared with the typical generator are shown in Table 6. 
Since the proposed generator has homopolar iron-core and HTS coil for flux regulation, the weight 
and iron loss of the generator are larger than that of the typical generator. However, as shown in 
Table 6, it has the advantage that the output can be adjusted by flux control. 

Table 6. Main parameter comparison. 

Parameter Proposed FSM Typical PMFSM 
Output power 59–200 kW (Controllable) 120 kW 

Mass 134 kg 94.5 kg 
Core loss in solely PM 

excitation mode 
55.7 W 48.3 W 

 

Figure 15. 3D structure of the typical outer-rotor flux-switching generator. 
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3.4. Perfomance Comparisons of the Proposed FSM with Other Outer-Rotor Brushless Machines [35,36] 

In this section, the performances of the proposed hybrid excitation flux-switching machine 
(HEFSM) are compared with those of other outer-rotor brushless machines, such as permanent 
magnet Vernier machine (PMVM), permanent magnet flux-switching machine (PMFSM), and high 
temperature superconducting Vernier machine (HTSVM) [40,41]. By comparing the performance of 
the four machines, it is shown that the proposed HEFSM has excellent characteristics in terms of 
output power density and flux controllability, so it is more suitable for variable-speed rotating 
machine applications, such as electric propulsion and wind turbines. The parameters of 
performance are represented in Table 7. 

Table 7. Machine performance comparisons. 

Parameter PMVM PMFSM HTSVM HEFSM 
Efficiency 92.89% 86.73% − 87.86% 
Base speed 600 rpm 1000 rpm 230 rpm 1000 rpm 

Output power 13.68 kW 13.69 kW 1000 kW 200.4 kW 
Power density 3.6 MW/m3 3.6 MW/m3 168 kW/m3 3.9 MW/m3 

Outer rotor diameter 220 mm 220 mm 3200 mm 370 mm 
Stack length 100 mm 100 mm 740 mm 480 mm 

Field excitation PM PM HTS PM + HTS 
Flux controllability x x controllable controllable 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a novel topology of a hybrid excitation flux-switching machine for variable-speed 
synchronous machine applications has been proposed. This topology makes the outer-rotor 
flux-switching machine more attractive due to the improved flux-regulation capability. The 
proposed machine adopts a stator hybrid excitation topology with the integration of the PMs and 
the HTS field coil together. The proposed structure, operating principle, and a characteristic analysis 
by the FEM are presented and discussed. By adjusting the field current in the HTS field coil, the flux 
linkage can be regulated. This paper is mainly concerned with a feasibility validation of a hybrid 
excitation topology with an outer-rotor structure employing a homopolar iron-core. The proposed 
topology is applicable to areas such as electric propulsion systems and wind power generation 
systems, which require robust machine structures and excellent flux regulation capabilities. 
However, because HTS field coils are applied, a reliable cooling system and a quench protection 
system for the HTS field coils should be studied in future research for realization of this machine. 
This paper is expected to provide good references for further research, including work on prototype 
manufacturing. 
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structure of the paper and performed the simulations; J.M.K. and J.C. proposed the new topology and wrote 
the first draft; J.Y.J. performed data analysis. 
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Nomenclature: 
HTS high-temperature superconductor 
FSM flux switching machine 
MMF magneto-motive force 
DPC double-pancake coil 
SPC single-pancake coil 
MLI multi-layer insulation 
FEM finite element method 
ρcl electrical resistivity of the current lead 
lcl length of the current lead 
I transport current through the current lead  
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Acl cross-sectional area of the current lead 
kcl thermal conductivity of the current lead 
TH temperature at the high-temperature part 
TL temperature at the low-temperature part 
Nl No. of signal lines or leading-in tubes 
Al cross-sectional area of a signal line or a leading-in tube 
kl thermal conductivity of a signal line or a leading-in tube 
Ll length of a signal line or a leading-in tube 
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10-8 W·m-2·K-4) 
εH emissivity of the vessel 
εN emissivity of MLI 
N No. of MLI 
AH surface area of the high-temperature part 
AL surface area of the low-temperature part 
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